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Legal Writing and Oral Advocacy in International Law Written Exam 2014 

The Case of Winkyland 

Winkyland is a small island state in the Atlantic Ocean. While it might be small, Winkyland 

has a long and proud history. It was established in 1805 and historians estimate that people 

have been living on Winkyland since the 15th century. Winkylandians have a rich cultural 

heritage, and the island has long been a favorite destination for tourists. However, the island 

has been gravely affected by the rising sea levels that have been brought about as a result of 

global warming. Rising sea levels have slowly resulted in the island becoming submersed in 

water. 

In the summer of 2014 the island finally became uninhabitable, and the island is now fully 

submersed under water. The Winkylandian government had anticipated this happening, and 

has spent the last three years working on a contingency plan for when the island would sink 

below sea level. The key challenge in this plan has been to secure Winkyland new territory, a 

task which has proven difficult as other states have been unwilling to give Winkyland 

territory. Winkyland had initially hoped to reach a territorial agreement with its nearest 

neighbor, Dobbyland. 

Unlike Winkyland, Dobbyland is made up of three large islands, and none of these islands are 

threatened by the rising sea levels. Each island is inhabited by a different Dobbylandian 

ethnic group. In the end, the Dobbylandian government was not interested in taking an 

island away from one of its own ethnic groups and giving it to Winkyland.  This can partly be 

explained by the fact that Dobbyland and Winkyland have always had a somewhat strenous 

relationship.  

However, as Winkyland’s situation became progressively more serious in the spring of 2014, 

a solution finally presented itself. Kreacherland, another island state in the Atlantic Ocean, 

took pity on the now desperate situation of Winkyland. Kreacherland’s Prime Minister, 

Teddy Lupin, therefore offered to lease one of Kreacherland’s islands to Winkyland, until 

Winkyland was able to find a more permanent territorial solution. 

Winkyland and Kreacherland then signed a treaty to this effect in July 2014. The terms of the 

treaty leases Hokey Island to Winkyland for 99 years, for the rent of 1 million USD per year 

(the rent is set to increase in line with inflation).  Nevertheless, under Article 2 of the treaty, 

Kreacherland retains the right to revoke the lease if it gives a 5 year notice. Furthermore,  

Article 3 of the treaty states that Kreacherland will retain complete military and border 

control over Hokey Island. However, Winkyland is under Article 4 granted the right to 

exercise police control over the territory of Hokey Island. 
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The treaty was signed just in time, as Winkyland’s original island sunk two weeks later. But 

Winkyland thankfully managed to evacuate its people to Hokey Island just before this 

happened.  Still, not all Winkylandians had been happy about this plan to move to Hokey 

Island. These unhappy Winkylandians wanted to move to Dobbyland instead, and so rather 

than being evacuated to Hokey Island like they were supposed to do, they sail to Dobbyland.  

Their boats arrived in Dobbyland just after Winkyland’s island had sunk. But upon arriving in 

Dobbyland, these Winkylandian citizens were not granted entry into Dobbyland. In fact, the 

immigration police accused them of trying to enter Dobbyland illegally, and promptly put 

them in an immigration detention facility. This made Winkyland’s President, Rose Weasly, 

furious and she called on Dobbyland to respect the 2005 Immigration Treaty between 

Dobbyland and Winkyland. Under the terms of this treaty, both Winkylandians and 

Dobbylandians were supposed to be able to travel freely between Winkyland and Dobbyland 

without needing visas.  

The Prime Minister of Dobbyland, Albus Potter, then made a public statement claiming that 

the the terms of the 2005 Immigration Treaty were no longer binding upon Dobbyland. This 

was because without a permanent territory, Winkyland could no longer be considered to be 

a state under international law.  As such, Dobbyland was under no obligation to grant 

Winkylandians entery into Dobbyland. The Winkylandians in Dobbyland have now been held 

in an immigration facility for months. President Weasly is becoming impatient and wants to 

resolve the situation. Article 10 of the 2005 Immigration Treaty states that: “any dispute 

which cannot be settled by the parties to this Treaty, shall be referred, at the request of any 

one of the State Parties, to the International Court of Justice for decision”. As such, 

Winkyland now wishes to bring this case before the ICJ.  

Dobbyland on the other hand is again arguing that Winkyland can no longer be recognized as 

a state under international law, and that the ICJ therefore does not have jurisdiction over 

the dispute. Furhtermore, Dobbyland is arguing that even if Winkyland was still a state, they 

have lost the right to bring a claim on behalf of the Winkylandians presently in Dobbyland. 

This is because by rejecting to be evacuated to Hokey Island, and travelling to Dobbyland 

instead, one has to assume that these persons have renounced their Winkylandian 

citizenship. As such, there is no longer an ‘effective and genuine link’ between the persons in 

detention and Winkyland.  

The government of Winkyland has hired you to represent them, and would like for you to 

write a legal memorial answering the following two questions: 

1. Is Winkyland still a state under international law? 

2. In the event that Winkyland is found be a state, have they, like Dobbyland is 

alleging, lost the right to bring a claim on behalf of the Winkylandian citizens in 

Dobbyland? 

You should spend roughly 60-70% of your memorial on question 1, and 30% on question 2.  


